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ABSTRACT 

Fiber optic sensors are very efficient for strain measurements, but for damage detection purposes, 

additional algorithms are needed able to manipulate the strain data and to derive from them 

information about damage occurrence. By using the real strain data obtained from an aircraft structure 

with representative complexity, and processing the data by Principal Component Analysis (PCA), a 

Damage Index is derived. For the validation of the technology, it is needed to demonstrate a detection 

capability 90/95 (POD > 90% with 95% confidence), considering major influencing effects and 

environmental variability, and quantifying the false positives. Reproducibility of the sensor 

measurements and long-term behaviour has also to be addressed. 

Experiments for validation are done on the fuselage structure of a UAV, which is submitted to 

controlled loads in several damage conditions. A numerical model of the structure and of the SHM 

system was also done, and experimental findings are in good agreement with the predictions of the 

simulation. 

1. Introduction

SHM systems aim to offer a fully automated damage inspection system for structures. Compared to 

conventional NDT systems, sensors are permanently attached to the structure, eliminating the need for 

people moving the sensing probes over the structure, and saving labour costs. The counterpart from 

that advantage is that a large number of sensors are required, to have an adequate coverage of the 

structure, but this is not a limitation for the existing fiber optic sensors technology. In fact, the optical 

fiber may be bonded or embedded easily into any shape, so large and complex geometries can be 

monitored without difficulty. 

But as mentioned at the abstract, the main current issue is that this sensor network does not give 

damage information directly, it gives only strain data, corresponding to some external loads; an 

algorithm is required to compare these data to those obtained from the pristine structure, and derive 

from that comparison the information about damage occurrence.  

To validate the proposed SHM concept, a research project was started three years ago, as a 

collaboration among the INTA and the UPM. By budgetary constraints, it was proposed to do the 

development and demonstration not for the whole aircraft but only for a large element, the rear 

fuselage, a 2,5 meters long structural part, with enough structural complexity to be representative (see 

Figure 1). This structure is composed by two stiffened skins and four frames, joined by adhesives. 

Fittings to the forefront fuselage and tail structure are kept as in the original design. These fittings are 

used during the tests to provide known boundary conditions and test the rear structure in cantilever 

condition. Flexion and torsion load cases are introduced in the opposite side with a pair of hydraulic 

actuators, like it is expected under operation conditions (figure 2).  
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Figure 1. General scheme of MILANO (left) and a detailed view of the rear fuselage (right) 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Mechanical Test Set up and Fiber optic instrumentation 

 

Some of the results obtained at this project were already presented at the last EWSHM, held in 

Manchester 2018, are available at the Proceedings of the Conference at ndt.net [1], and will not be 

repeated here, only a short mention for the sake of continuity.  

 

The original research included in this paper is a further data processing, to adapt the former results to 

the guidelines given at MIL-HDBK-1823A, 2009 (Non Destructive Evaluation System Reliability 

Assesment).  

 

As pointed out at a recent publication of the Stanford group [2], ‘Reliability quantification is a critical 

and necessary process for the evaluation and assessment of any inspection technology, and while these 

processed are well established for conventional NDT procedures, in the case of SHM-based methods, 

no such well-defined and general applicable approaches have been established’.  

 

It needs to be demonstrated a monotonic relationship among the Damage Index (DI) and the Damage 

Size, taking into account the statistical uncertainty, and from it to obtain the confidence intervals, as 

sketched at figure 3, from Ref 3.  

 

Having in mind that for SHM systems there is a dependence of the DI not only from the damage size, 

but also from the relative position of the damage and sensors, it looks like this chart will not be unique 

for the structure, but it will also be dependent on the damage kind and relative position. Experiments 

have to be done on the whole instrumented structure, which will be very costly and time consuming.  

 

It is because of that that Simulation, or virtual testing, will be so useful to verify the robustness of the 

SHM system. An algorithm, applicable to this system, was developed and presented at Ref 1, and it 

will not be repeated here. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Reliability chart requirements for SHM systems (from Ref 3) 

 

2. Experimental tests on the structure 
 
Structural test of the rear fuselage was performed in INTA structural tests facilities. The specimen, 

built with CFRP, was assembled with adhesives, and was attached to the test rig using the same 

fittings they are used to attach the rear fuselage to the RPA. Sensors are bonded in the outer surface of 

the structure. Distributed sensor network is set up by a single optical fibre with a layout of seven 

longitudinal sensor lines, four in the lower skin and three in the upper skin, symmetrically distributed 

on the structure. Rayleigh scattering was measured by the OBR4600 of LUNA at different load steps 

up to 4kN in flexion and 1kNm in torsion for all the damage cases. Force was introduced with two 

hydraulic actuators of 3kN, each. A general view of the test set up can be observed in Figure 4, and 

details of the sensor network and the measurement system can be seen in Figure 5. Damage was 

performed removing the rivets progressively at the position indicated at figure 4, reproducing damage 

cases 1 (debonding of the frame) and 2 (lateral debonding of the skin). 

 

 
 

Figure 4. General view of the test set up 

 



 

 

 

  

 

Figure 5. Detailed view of the measurement system (left) and the sensor network attached (right) 

 

 

2.1. Results 

 

A preliminary analysis of the experimental strains measured by the distributed sensor network does 

not provide enough information about the debonding location and severity. In Figure 6 it can be 

observed the results of different debonding lengths at damage location 1 (debonding of the first frame 

from the lower skin). Although this damage case is under the four sensor lines located on the lower 

skin, it is difficult to detect the slight changes induced by removing the sensors, even when the full 

foot of the frame is debonded. To understand the figure, remember that the optical fibre was bonded 

on the upper surface, doing four loops, and then continue at the lower surface. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Strain field after rivet removing on damage case 1 at 4kN with partial debonding length at 

25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the full length debonded 
 

2.2 Damage Index calculated by PCA (Principal Component Analysis) 

 

PCA is a simple and non-parametric method of extracting information from large data sets. It 

is a classical multivariate analysis procedure to reduce a complex data set to a lower 

dimension and reveal some hidden structure/patterns; a wider discussion may be found at Ref 

4. The original data are re-expressed in a new orthogonal basis where the data are arranged 

along directions of maximal variance and minimal redundancy, called the principal 

components. Damage indicator for this technique is the Q-index.  



 

 

 

  
 

Figure 7. Concept of PCA and  Damage Index 

 

Verified software for doing PCA analysis is available as a Matlab tools, among others. How it 

works is summarized at Figure 7; initially each experiment (measurements taken for a given 

load) is an array of 356 components, those values graphically represented at each of the lines 

of fig 6. Several experiments (data acquisitions) are done on the pristine structure, and serve 

to build a baseline (main principal components, usually 3-4). After that, for each new 

experiment (356 strain data) the distance between this vector and the former subspace may be 

calculated, as an escalar values Qi. Eight experiments were done for each damage condition, 

as seen at fig. 8; Noise has an influence on the measurements, and from it different Q values 

are obtained, even they were nominally identical conditions. But nevertheless it is clear how 

for increased damage size there is a statistically significant change, for both damage cases, 

even that the changes at the strain field were relatively very small.  

 

A few points fell outside the general trends. They correspond to experiments done under low 

loads, and consequently the signal noise ratio was particularly low, more prone to numerical 

errors; they should have been excluded from the calculations, but they have been kept just to 

show the significance of some parameters. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 8. Damage Index for the experimental tests for damage case 1 and Case 2 at intermediate debonding 

lengths (undamaged, 25%,50%,75% and 100%) 

 



 

 

 

3. Conclusions 
 

An SHM system using fiber optic distributed sensing lines under controlled load conditions have been 

demonstrated as a reliable tool for UAV inspections, without disassembly and addressing to minimize 

costs, improving reliability, and maximizing availability of aircraft. Fleet management is a trade off 

among maintenance costs and in-service risks. It has been demonstrated not only by simulation, as was 

done in a former work, but also under real experimental conditions. Based on those results, it can be 

concluded: 

 

- Optical fibers are excellent strain sensors, but not ‘damage sensors’. 

- A crack may reduce drastically the strength of the structure, but the changes at the strain field are 

only significant around the cracks; damages may go undetected unless a sensor was located nearby. 

- Algorithms to get information about damage from the slight changes produced at other sensors are 

being developed, but improvements in the resolution (size of damage, distance to sensors) are needed.  

- The proposed algorithm (PCA) gives consistent results when using experimental data, which contain 

noise and environmental variability. A procedure on how to handle the data in order to fulfil the 

recommendations given at MIL-HDBK-1823A to demonstrate the reliability of the system is initiated. 
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